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Mahine Learning manusript No.(will be inserted by the editor)
Interative Learning of Node Seleting TreeTransduersJulien Carme, Rémi Gilleron, Aurélien Lemay, Joahim NiehrenINRIA Futurs and Lille University, LIFL, Mostrare projetVersion of August 3, 2006Key words Web information extration, wrapper indution, grammatialinferene, tree automata, monadi queries.Abstrat We develop new algorithms for learning monadi node seletionqueries in unranked trees from annotated examples, and apply them tovisually interative Web information extration.We propose to represent monadi queries by bottom-up deterministiNode Seleting Tree Transduers (NSTTs), a partiular lass of tree au-tomata that we introdue. We prove that deterministi NSTTs apture thelass of queries de�nable in monadi seond order logi (MSO) in trees,whih Gottlob and Koh (2002) argue to have the right expressiveness forWeb information extration, and prove that monadi queries de�ned byNSTTs an be answered e�iently. We present a new polynomial time al-gorithm in RPNI-style that learns monadi queries de�ned by deterministiNSTTs from ompletely annotated examples, where all seleted nodes aredistinguished.In pratie, users prefer to provide partial annotations. We propose toaount for partial annotations by intelligent tree pruning heuristis. Weintrodue pruning NSTTs - a formalism that shares many advantagesof NSTTs. This leads us to an interative learning algorithm for monadiqueries de�ned by pruning NSTTs, whih satis�es a new formal ativelearning model in the style of Angluin (1987).We have implemented our interative learning algorithm and integratedit into a visually interative Web information extration system � alledSQUIRREL� by plugging it into the Mozilla Web browser. Experiments onrealisti Web douments on�rm exellent quality with very few user inter-ations during wrapper indution.



2 Julien Carme et al.Contents1 Node Seletion Tasks in Web Information Extration . . . . . . . . . . . 22 Node Seleting Tree Transduers: NSTTs and pNSTTs . . . . . . . . . 63 Testing Funtionality in Polynomial Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 Learning NSTTs from Completely Annotated Examples . . . . . . . . . 175 Interative learning of pNSTTs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 Squirrel Web Information Extration System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277 Conlusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31Referenes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33A Testing Cut-Funtionality in Polynomial Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36B E�ient Query Answering for NSTTs and pNSTTs . . . . . . . . . . . 39C Expressiveness of NSTTs and pNSTTs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411 Node Seletion Tasks in Web Information ExtrationThe Web's information overload alls for intelligent servies that providehigh-quality olleted and value-added information. Information from di-verse soures sites relevant to the servie needs to be integrated and madeaessible in a uniform manner. Web douments in HTML are ill-suited forautomated proessing, whih nevertheless is an inevitable prerequisite. Thisproblem is addressed by muh work on so-alled Web wrappers. These areprograms that extrat the relevant information from HTML douments andtranslate it into a more mahine-friendly format.Manual wrapper programming is often not manageable. Even for ex-perts, this task remains time onsuming and error prone. Furthermore,wrappers must frequently be adapted to hanges of the doument soures.This is why new tools have been proposed that assist humans in wrapperreation. These are of two kinds:� Mahine learning tehniques are used for induing string based wrappers.Most systems (Kushmerik, 1997; Hsu & Dung, 1998; Freitag & M-Callum, 1999; Freitag & Kushmerik, 2000; Kushmerik, 2000; Muslea,Minton, & Knoblok, 2001; Chidlovskii, 2001) rely on �nite-state ap-proahes (patterns, automata and transduers, Hidden Markov Models).See in Kushmerik (2002) for a omparison.� Visual spei�ation of node seletion queries in trees (Baumgartner,Flesa, & Gottlob, 2001; Gottlob & Koh, 2002). Suitable query spei�-ation languages behind the graphial interfae are monadi Datalog orsimilar tree logis.Some of the most reent approahes propose mahine learning tehniquesfor induing tree-based wrappers. One of them is multi-view indutive logiprogramming (Cohen, Hurst, & Jensen, 2003) whih enrihes string-basedmahine learning tehniques by tree views. Another is based on �nite-statetehniques (Kosala, Bruynooghe, Van den Busshe, & Blokeel, 2003; Raey-maekers, Bruynooghe, & Van den Busshe, 2005). This approah di�ers



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 3Searh Results for: BrussFound 26 Total mathes in 1.32067 seondsSore: 1Name: Ingo Bruss First Entered: 03/07/96Email: bruss�mah.uni/karsruhe.deSore: 1Name: Trevor Bruss First Entered: 20/05/97Email: bruss�pz621.inland.omSore: 1Name: Trevor Bruss First Entered: 04/08/98Email: bruss�virgo.valpo.eduFigure 1 A rendered HTML doument returned by some Web searh mahine.HTMLHEAD BODY
. . . TABLE. . . TABLETR

. . .

TRTD
. . . ATrevor BrussTD

. . .

TRTD
. . . Abruss�pz621.inland.om

TABLE. . .
Figure 2 The parse tree of the HTML doument in Figure 1.from ours in that it represents monadi queries by a loal tree languages.Indution starts from learning algorithms from positive examples. For amore detailed omparison see Setion 6.In the present artile � extending on Carme, Lemay, and Niehren (2004a)and Carme, Gilleron, Lemay, and Niehren (2005) � we ombine features ofboth, mahine learning tehniques and visual spei�ation. We de�ne aninterative setting for induing tree based wrappers. We are interested inmahine learning tehniques that an infer node seletion queries in trees.We onsider an HTML doument as a tree struture obtained by parsing thedoument. An example for a rendered HTML doument is given in Figure1, and its parse tree in Figure 2. The HTML doument ontains the emailaddresses of three persons, alled Ingo Bruss, Trevor Bruss, and TrevorBruss again, eah of whih is desribed in its own HTML table. The namesof these persons as well as their email addresses are ontained in hyperlinks,whih orrespond to nodes of the parse tree that are labeled by tag A.



4 Julien Carme et al.Suppose that we want to extrat all email addresses in this HTML do-ument. With respet to the parse tree, this wish an be expressed by themonadi node seletion query that selets all hyperlinks in the last row of atable. In XPath like notation (but with additional axes), this query an bede�ned as follows:/desendant-or-self::TABLE/lasthild::*/desendant::A/hild::*Start at the root, go downwards to a node labeled by TABLE, move to itslast hild, then move to some A-labeled o�spring and �nally selet one ofits hildren. The same query an be expressed by a onjuntive formula of�rst-order logi with one free node variable x:
{x | ∃x1∃x2∃x3. labelTABLE(x1) ∧ lasthild(x1, x2)

∧desendant(x2, x3) ∧ labelA(x3) ∧ hild(x3, x)}One might opt for a more preise query that further onstrains the pathfrom the TABLE to the A labeled node. For tree strutures generated bythe same searh mahine, however, suh a re�nements seem unneessary toorretly selet the informative nodes.Another task of interest might be to extrat all pairs of names andemail addresses. This binary query an be expressed by a onjuntive �rst-order formula with two free variables. In what follows, however, we willrestrit ourselves to monadi queries. This is beause most existing systemsrely on monadi queries for treating more omplex binary or n-ary ases(Baumgartner et al., 2001; Muslea et al., 2001; Kosala et al., 2003).We thus onsider the problem of extrating sets of informative nodesin trees, that are generated homogeneously by some bak-end database orsearh mahine. We �x a formal query representation language and split theseletion task into two subproblems:1. �nd a representation of an appropriate monadi query for informativenodes in trees; here we want to use mahine learning tehniques, ratherthan manual query spei�ation or programming.2. answer the query in a tree: given a tree and a query de�nition, omputethe set of nodes that the query selets in the tree.Suitable query representation languages thus need to satisfy a number ofonstraints.Expressiveness: All useful monadi queries should be de�nable in the hosenquery representation language. Monadi seond-order logi (MSO) is theyardstik for measuring the expressiveness of query languages for treesand thus wrapper language in information extration from tree stru-tured douments (Gottlob & Koh, 2002). It allows to de�ne all regularnode seletion queries in trees, whih is adequate for many informationextration tasks.E�ieny: We need e�ient algorithms for answering monadi queries givena tree a representation of the query in our language.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 5Learnability: The objetive is to indue monadi queries from trees in someof the nodes are annotated that are to be extrated. In the simpler ase,we onsider ompletely annotated Web pages in whih all nodes are an-notated that are subjet to extration. Beause omplete annotation maybe unfeasible, we also onsider partial annotations. Therefore we needto onsider the problem of learning monadi queries from ompletely orpartially annotated trees.In this artile, we propose two new query representation formalisms for mo-nadi queries that are based on tree automata, Node Seleting Tree Trans-duers (NSTTs) and Pruning Node Seleting Tree Transduers (pNSTTs).We introdue NSTTs and pNSTTs in Setion 2, with the objetive to il-lustrate the basi ideas and onepts related to tree automata for unrankedtrees and monadi queries by examples.In Setion 3, we show that these query representation languages sat-isfy some of the algorithmi learnability requirements. What we need isan e�ient test to determine whether a tree automaton is funtional andthus an NSTT, or ut-funtional and thus a pNSTT. The algorithm forut-funtionality is elaborated in the appendix (Setion A).Our results on e�ieny and expressiveness of NSTTs and pNSTTsare postponed to the appendix as well (Setions B and C). There, we showthat monadi queries de�ned by deterministi NSTTs or pNSTTs an beanswered e�iently with linear time ombined omplexity. We then showthat this holds even though deterministi NSTTs and pNSTTs apture thelass of monadi queries de�nable in MSO. Both query languages NSTTsand pNSTTs are thus unrestrited from the view point of expressiveness1.The subsequent setions are devoted to learning algorithms for node se-letion queries, that are represented by NSTTs or pNSTTs. In Setion 4,we present a new polynomial time algorithm in RPNI-style that we alltRPNI whih learns monadi queries de�ned by deterministi NSTTs fromompletely annotated examples (for the target query). It relies on a sub-proedure for testing membership to the lass of NSTTs, i.e. for testingfuntionality.In Setion 5, we model the interative proess of learning monadi que-ries as ative learning in the style of Angluin (1987), in order to measure theuser's e�ort during the interation. Only partially annotated trees are avail-able in interative Web information extration. We solve this problem byusing intelligent tree pruning heuristis and we present a pratially feasibleinterative learning algorithm for monadi queries de�ned by pNSTTs. Itrelies on a sub-proedure for testing membership to the lass of pNSTTs,i.e. ut-funtionality.Finally, Setion 6 disusses the integration of our learning algorithmsinto visually interative Web information extration. We have implemented1 Completeness with respet to expressiveness and learning are independentquestions. Our learning algorithm tRPNI for NSTTs is a omplete, while ouralgorithm RPNIprune induing pNSTTs is not (for realisti pruning funtions).



6 Julien Carme et al.LFA H FA W FA HFigure 3 The unranked tree films = L(F(A, H), F(A, W), F(A, H)). We want toquery for the ator lists (A) in the �lms by Hithok (H).our ore learning algorithm in OCaml and have turned it into a visually in-terative Web information extration system � alled SQUIRREL� by integra-tion into the Mozilla Web browser. Experiments on realisti Web doumentson�rm exellent quality with very few user interations � annotations andorretions � during wrapper indution.2 Node Seleting Tree Transduers: NSTTs and pNSTTsParse trees of HTML or XML douments are sibling ordered unranked treeswhose nodes may have an unbounded list of hildren. In this setion, we de-velop query representation languages for monadi node seletion queries inunranked trees, that we will use for query indution by methods of gram-matial inferene. We rely on tree automata for unranked trees. We proposetwo kinds of tree automata, that we all node seleting tree transduers(NSTTs) and pruning node seleting tree transduers (pNSTTs).We start with a gentle introdution to NSTTs and pNSTTs, whoseobjetive is to illustrate the basi ideas and onepts related to tree au-tomata for unranked trees and monadi queries by examples. Algorithmilearnability aspets will be disussed in Setion 3. Questions on e�ienyand expressiveness for NSTTs and pNSTTs are answered in the appendix(Setions B and C).2.1 Monadi queries in unranked treesLet N = {1, 2, . . .} be the set of natural numbers without 0 and Bool = {0, 1}be the set of Booleans. Let Σ be a �nite set, the set of node labels, also alledthe signature.An unranked tree over Σ is a �nite tree with Σ-labeled nodes whoseedges are totally ordered from the left to the right. An unranked tree t over
Σ is a pair onsisting of a label a ∈ Σ and a possibly empty list of unrankedtrees t1, . . . , tn: the following abstrat syntax:

t ::= a(t1, . . . , tn) where n ∈ N ∪ {0} and a ∈ ΣAs a running example, we onsider the following unranked tree with labels



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 7in Σ = {L, F, A, H, W}:films = L(F(A, H), F(A, W), F(A, H))This tree represents a list (L) of three �lms (F), two of whih are diretedby Hithok (H) and one by Wenders (W). The letter (A) represents theator lists of these �lms (whih would rather expand to a larger subtree inrealisti examples). We draw trees as graphs, as for instane in Figure 3.As in this example, we will systematially ignore textual ontents ofHTML or XML douments in this artile. This design deision learly sim-pli�es our tasks, whih nevertheless remains useful for pratial appliationsto Web information extration, as we will see.We write nodes(t) for the set of nodes of a tree t. We identify a node withits relative address, so that nodes(t) ⊆ N
∗. The node 21, for instane, is the�rst hild of the seond hild of the root. In our example tree films, thisnode is labeled by A. We write t(v) for the the label of some v ∈ nodes(t),for instane: films(21) = AWe say that two trees have the same shape if they have the same set ofnodes. This de�nition works, sine we identify nodes with their relativeaddress from the root.De�nition 1 A monadi query in unranked Σ-trees is a funtion q thatmaps unranked trees t over Σ to subsets of their nodes:

q(t) ⊆ nodes(t)The funtion nodes itself, for instane, is a monadi query that mapsa tree t to the set of all its nodes. A less trivial example is the queryators_hithok whih asks for the set of all ator lists in �lms by Hith-ok. Applied to the example tree films, this query yields the following setof nodes: ators_hithok(films) = {11, 31}Eah ator list of a Hithok �lm orresponds to some node labeled by
A, that has a parent labeled by F , and a next sibling to the right that islabeled by H. Furthermore, the F -parent should belong to a list of �lms, sothat its own parent is labeled by L and all its siblings by F .2.2 Tree automata for unranked treesTree automata are mahines that reognize sets of trees. Tree automataare traditionally developed for binary or ranked trees (Comon, Dauhet,Gilleron, Jaquemard, Lugiez, Tison, & Tommasi, 1997), and indeed, thesituation gets di�erent for unranked trees.A large number of di�erent automata notions for unranked trees andquerying have been proposed reently. Besides so alled unranked tree au-tomata (UTAs) by Brüggemann-Klein, Wood, and Murata (2001) that are
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6 4

5

3

1 2

FL 4,5H WA 1 23 L6F4A1 H2

F5A1 W3

F4A1 H2Figure 4 A stepwise tree automaton that aepts �lm lists, and the films treeannotated by a suessful run of this automaton. State 6 of the root is obtainedby evaluating the word L454 by the automaton.most popular in the database ommunity (Libkin, 2005) and idential withthe muh earlier pseudo-automata by Thather (1967), there are so alledquery automata (Neven & Shwentik, 2002), forest grammars of Neumannand Seidl (1998), automata on binary enodings of unranked trees (Frik,Grohe, & Koh, 2003) and the algebrai reognizably notion of stepwise treeautomata by Carme, Niehren, and Tommasi (2004b).With respet to query indution as proposed in this artile, we needan automata notion for unranked trees that omes with a good notion ofbottom-up determinism, so that the Myhill-Nerode theorem on minimiza-tion holds. Martens and Niehren (2006) disuss the available alternatives.They show that unique minimization fails for deterministi UTAs, and ar-gue that stepwise tree automata yield smaller minimal automata than theinverted standard binary enoding (up to a linear fator depending on thesize of the alphabet) and parallel UTAs (Raeymaekers & Bruynooghe, 2004;Cristau, Löding, & Thomas, 2005). We thus hoose to work with stepwisetree automata.Stepwise tree automata an be understood as standard tree automatathat operate on binary enodings of unranked trees (not the standard en-oding however). This fat will ome in handy for our more formal results onNSTTs and pNSTTs in Setion 3. In this setion, however, we will use �-nite word automata syntax to present stepwise tree automata. Semantially,however, they behave suh as tree automata. The relationship to standardtree automata will be lari�ed on need (in Setion 3.2).De�nition 2 A stepwise tree automaton for unranked trees over Σ is a�nite word automaton A with alphabet(A) = states(A) ⊎ Σ suh that� there is a unique initial state: initial(A) = {qI}.� if q0
a
→ q′ in rules(A) for some a ∈ Σ then q0 = qI , and� no transition q1

q2

→ q in rules(A) satis�es q = qI nor q2 = qI .A run r of a stepwise tree automaton A on an unranked tree t labels thenodes of t by states of A. It is a funtion of type r : nodes(t) → states(A)that an be understood as a tree over states(A) having the same shape



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 9as t. Value r(v) is the state that run r assigns to node v ∈ nodes(t). If vhas n hildren v1, . . . , vn then r(v) is a state obtained by running A on thefollowing word:
t(v) r(v1) . . . r(vn)This word starts with the label of v in t and ontinues by the sequeneof states that r assigns to the hildren of v. A run is suessful if it mapsthe root of t to a �nal state of A. A stepwise tree automaton A aeptsan unranked tree t if there exists a suessful run of A on t. The language

L(A) of a stepwise tree automaton A is the set of all unranked trees that Aaepts. An example for a stepwise tree automaton is given in Figure 4. Thisautomaton aepts all lists ontaining �lms by Hithok and Wenders. Thefilms tree annotated by a run of this automaton is drawn in Figure 4.De�nition 3 A stepwise tree automaton A is (bottom-up) deterministi,if it is a left-to-right deterministi �nite automaton, i.e., for ever every q ∈states(A) and a ∈ alphabet(A) there exists at most one q′ in states(A)suh that q
a
→ q′ belongs to rules(A).What might be less lear at the time being is that every stepwise tree au-tomaton an be determinized without altering its tree language, and thatall regular languages of unranked trees are reognized by a unique mini-mal deterministi stepwise tree automaton (up to isomorphism). This willbeome obvious from the tree automata perspetive adopted in Setion 3.2.3 NSTTs for unranked treesThe next goal is to use stepwise tree automata in order to de�ne monadiqueries in unranked trees. There are many possibilities to do so, NSTTsprovide one of them, pNSTTs another. Two further methods will be dis-ussed and used in Setion B.An annotated tree over Σ is a tree over Σ ×Bool. Every annotated treean be deomposed into a produt t×β between a Σ-tree t and a Bool-tree

β of the same shape. For onveniene, we will often write ab for pairs (a, b).For instane: L(F(A, H)) × 0(0(1, 0)) = L0(F0(A1, H0))A ompletely annotated tree for a query q in Σ-trees is an annotated tree ofthe form:
t × q(t)for some Σ-tree t. Here, we freely onsider the set q(t) as a Bool-tree of theshape of t, whih relabels seleted nodes of t to 1 and all others to 0. Exam-ples for three ompletely annotated trees for the query ators_hithokare given in Figure 5.The idea of NSTTs is to represent a monadi query q by a tree au-tomaton that reognizes the set of ompletely annotated trees for q exept



10 Julien Carme et al.L0F0A1 H0

F0A0 W0

F0A1 H0

L0F0A1 H0

L0F0A0 W0Figure 5 Three �lm lists ompletely annotated by the query ators_hithok
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F0
5A0

0 W0
3

F0
4A1

1 H0
2Figure 6 A deterministi NSTT de�ning the query ators_hithok and oneof its suessful runs.for some t × q(t) where q(t) = ∅. Suh languages L of annotated trees arefuntional in that for every Σ-tree t there exists at most one Boolean tree

β suh that t × β ∈ L(A) (namely β = q(t)).De�nition 4 An NSTT over Σ is a tree automaton A over Σ ×Bool thatreognizes a funtional language of annotated trees. Every NSTT A de�nesa monadi query qA suh that for all unranked Σ-trees t:
qA(t) = {v | ∃Bool-tree β s.t. t × β ∈ L(A), β(v) = 1}As example, we present in Figure 6 a deterministi NSTT that de�nes thequery ators_hithok. Let us reall that we freely write ab instead of

(a, b).A query q is represented by an NSTT A if A de�nes the query q, i.e.
qA = q. As we do not are about trees t suh that q(t) = ∅, a query q maybe represented by several NSTTs. Two NSTTs A and A′ are said to beequivalent if qA = qA′ .2.4 Pruning NSTTs for unranked treesOne of the disadvantages of NSTTs is that they need to model all subtrees,even those that are irrelevant for node seletion. The NSTT in Figure 4, forinstane, has rules to reognize �lms that are not direted by Hithok (butby Wenders). In Web information extration, suh information is typiallynot available or di�ult to learn from the very few given examples.We propose pNSTTs to solve this problem. These are mahines thatoperate like NSTTs exept they �rst prune trees non-deterministially and



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 11L0F0A1 H0

T T L0T T F0A1 H0Figure 7 Two trees obtained by pruning the tree films annotated by queryators_hithok. The Boolean annotations are ompatible with this query.then selet nodes from the pruned tree. This way, they are able to ignoreall pruned subtrees.Let T be a speial onstant, that we use to mark leaves in pruned treeswhere omplete subtrees have been ut o�. A pruned tree over a signature
Σ is an unranked tree over the signature

ΣT = Σ ∪ {T}whose inner nodes are labeled in Σ. Only leaves of pruned trees may belabeled by T. For every Σ-tree t, let uts(t) be the set of ΣT-trees obtainedby pruning some subtrees of t, i.e., by substituting some omplete subtreesof t by T. Two pruned trees t1 and t2 are said to be ompatible if they anbe obtained by pruning from some ommon third tree, i.e., if there is a tree
t suh that t1, t2 ∈ uts(t).See Figure 7 for some examples of pruned annotated trees, whih havethe signature (Σ×Bool)T. It will be onvenient to identify pruned annotatedtrees over (Σ ×Bool)T with trees over (Σ ×Bool)⊎{TT}, i.e., we impliitlyassume T = TT when deomposing a tree over (Σ × Bool)T into a produt
t×β of trees t over ΣT and a tree β over BoolT. Intuitively, the annotationof T by T means that we don't know whether nodes in pruned subtrees willbe seleted or not.We all a language L of (Σ × Bool)T-trees ut-funtional if for all t1 ×
β1, t2 × β2 ∈ L suh that t1 and t2 are ompatible, it holds that β1 and β2are ompatible. This means that di�erent prunings t1 and t2 of the samethird tree t will never arry ontraditory information. A ΣT-tree t is alledunpruned if T does not our in the set of node labels used by t. Notethat ut-funtional languages of unpruned trees (and thus with signature
Σ ⊎ Bool) are funtional.Consider for instane the two annotated prunings of films in Figure7. Their Boolean annotations are ompatible in that both of them requirethe root to be unseleted. For all other nodes, there exist no overlappingannotations. The fat that the left-most (resp. right-most) A-node is to beseleted is available on the left-most (resp. right-most) pruning only.De�nition 5 A pNSTT over Σ is a tree automaton over (Σ × Bool)Twhose language is ut-funtional. Every pNSTT A de�nes the query qAsuh that for all Σ-trees t:

qA(t) = {v ∈ nodes(t) | ∃ t′ ∈ uts(t),∃β′ : t′ × β′ ∈ L(A), β′(v) = 1}
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Figure 8 A deterministi pNSTT de�ning the query ators_hithokL0
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2Figure 9 Two runs of di�erent prunings of films by the pNSTT in Figure 8.Eah of them selets one of the A-nodes in Hithok's �lms.The nodes of qA(t) an thus be omputed non-deterministially, by guessinga pruning of t′ of t and inspeting the Boolean annotation β′ suh that
t′ × β′ ∈ L(A), whih is unique by ut-funtionality if it exists.A deterministi pNSTT that reognizes the ators lists of Hithok's�lms is given in Figure 8. Indeed, it leaves the struture of all �lms by otherdiretors than Hithok unde�ned, sine these an be pruned to T.A query q is represented by a pNSTT A if A de�nes the query q, i.e.
qA = q. A query q may be represented by several pNSTTs.3 Testing Funtionality in Polynomial TimeQueries de�ned by NSTTs and pNSTTs have three important algorithmior desriptive properties that render them suitable for interative queryindution.Membership: whether a deterministi tree automaton over Σ×Bool is fun-tional, and hene an NSTT an be deided in polynomial time. Whethera tree automaton over (Σ×Bool)T is ut-funtional and thus a pNSTTan be deided in polynomial time.E�ieny: monadi queries de�ned by NSTTs or pNSTTs an be answeredin polynomial timeExpressiveness: deterministi NSTTs an express all monadi seond orderde�nable monadi queries, as well as deterministi pNSTTs.In this setion, we prove the �rst property, by presenting e�ient algo-rithms for membership testing, on whih our learning algorithms will rely.E�ieny will be treated in Setion B. It is fundamental beause orretnessof the hypothesisNSTT or pNSTT must be heked frequently in the inter-ative setting. Also, an information extration program must be e�ient.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 13Expressiveness will be treated in Setion C. We show that deterministiNSTTs and pNSTTs an express all MSO-de�nable queries. The learningalgorithm for NSTTs will be able to infer all MSO-de�nable queries, whengiven enough examples (whih is unrealisti in pratie). The hoie of apratial pruning funtion will restrit the lass of learnable queries by thelearning algorithm of pNSTTs.3.1 Tree automata for binary treesProperties depending on determinism and funtionality are easier to estab-lish for standard tree automata on binary trees. As we will show, they anbe lifted to stepwise tree automata by exploiting a partiular binary enod-ing of unranked trees, alled Currying in (Carme et al., 2004b). Note thatthe notion of determinism for tree automata on unranked trees works outsmoothly for stepwise tree automata in ontrast to more standard notionsof tree automata for unranked trees (Martens & Niehren, 2006).Standard tree automata (Comon et al., 1997) are traditionally de�nedfor binary trees, i.e., unranked trees where every node has either no orexatly 2 hildren. For sake of simpliity, we will develop our algorithms forbinary trees, and then lift them to unranked trees via binary enoding.A tree automaton A for binary trees over some signature Σ onsists ofa �nite set states(A), a subset final(A) ⊆ states(A), and a set of rulesof two kinds where a ∈ Σ and p, p1, p2 ∈ states(A).
a → p instead of p

a(p1, p2) → p instead of p

a

a p1 p2Standard tree automata an be seen as partiular stepwise tree automata,exept that they deompose binary rules into three steps.As a onsequene, the notions of runs, suessful runs, and aepted treelanguages arry over immediately. We write runsA(t) for the set of runs ofautomaton A on tree t and succ_runsA(t) for the subset of suessful runs.The notion of bottom-up determinism arries over from stepwise to standardtree automata, too. A tree automaton is bottom-up deterministi if none ofits rules have the same left hand side. It is well known that every standardtree automaton an be determinized without a�eting its tree language.Further notions that arry over to binary trees without any hanges arefuntionality, ut-funtionality, NSTTs, and pNSTTs.3.2 Binary enoding of unranked treesWe next relate deterministi stepwise tree automata for unranked trees todeterministi standard tree automata over binary trees. This shows thatsubsequent learnability results for deterministi standard tree automata an



14 Julien Carme et al.LFA H FA W FA H urry
=⇒

���L � � �H W H� � �F A F A F AFigure 10 Curried binary enoding: urry(L(F(A,H),F(A,W),F(A,H))) =L�(F�A�H)�(F�A�W)�(F�A�H).be lifted to deterministi stepwise tree automata. The base idea is to en-ode unranked trees into binary trees by using Currying. The better known�rst-hild next-sibling enoding fails to do this job; it does not preservedeterminism.Some more are is needed when determinizing stepwise tree automata.The usual determinization algorithm for �nite automata fails sine it altersthe tree language of a stepwise tree automaton. Instead, a stepwise treeautomaton needs to be understood as a standard tree automata operatingon Curryied enodings. Determinisation for standard tree automata is thendoing the job.For applying Currying we onsider unranked trees as lambda terms. Theterm L(F, F, F) for instane, is a lambda term that desribes the appliationof funtion L to a triple of arguments. Its Curried enoding is the binarytree (((L@F)@F)@F) whih desribes the appliation of funtion L to its ar-guments stepwise one by one. The Curried binary enoding of the unrankedtree films is displayed in Figure 10.Stepwise tree automata A over Σ an be understood as syntax for stan-dard tree automata Ab for binary trees over Σ ⊎ {@}, whih operates onCurried binary enodings of unranked trees. The translation is as follows,where a ∈ Σ and p0 ∈ initial(A), and p1, p2, p ∈ states(A)−initial(A):
p0

a
→ p ∈ rules(A) i� a → p ∈ rules(Ab)

p1
p2

→ p ∈ rules(A) i� @(p1, p2) → p ∈ rules(Ab)The translation of the stepwise automaton in Figure 4 is given in Figure11. Generally, it holds that:
A is deterministi ⇔ Ab is deterministi.This follows immediately from the de�nitions. As an immediate onse-quene, it follows that every stepwise tree automaton an be determinized.Furthermore, the language of both automata orrespond modulo Currying,i.e., for all unranked trees t over Σ ⊎ {@}:

t ∈ L(A) ⇔ urry(t) ∈ L(Ab)



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 15Labels: {@, A, H, W, F, L}States: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9}Rules: A→ 1 @(8, 1)→ 9H→ 2 @(9, 2)→ 4F→ 8 @(6, 4)→ 6L→ 6 @(6, 5)→ 5W→ 3 @(9, 3)→ 5
@(6, 5)→ 6Final: {6}

�6�6L6 �4 �5H2 W3�9 �9F8 A1 F8 A1Figure 11 A standard tree automaton for binary enodings of �lm lists, orre-sponding to the stepwise tree automaton in Figure 4.This is beause both automata produe runs that orrespond preisely ex-ept for intermediate results stored in �-labeled nodes (whih ould be an-notated to the edges of unranked trees). Sine states(Ab) = states(A) −initial(A), it also follows that there exists unique minimal determinististepwise tree automata for all regular languages of unranked trees.The orrespondene lifts to monadi queries de�ned by NSTTs or pN-STTs even though this needs a little are. An NSTT A over Σ is a treeautomaton over Σ×Bool, so that Ab is an automaton over (Σ×Bool)⊎{@}.Unfortunately, Ab is not an NSTT over Σ × {@}, but this problem an beresolved by replaing @ by @0, whih means that we do not want to extratany auxiliary nodes introdued by the binary enoding, whih is of ourseonsistent with our intuition. Modulo the equation @ = @0 it holds forevery tree automaton A over Σ × Bool, and Σ-tree t:
A is funtional ⇔ Ab is funtional

qA(t) = qAb(urry(t))Hene, A is anNSTT for unranked trees overΣ if and only if Ab is anNSTTfor binary trees over Σ⊎{@}, and that both automata de�ne the same querymodulo the natural orrespondene between nodes in unranked trees to leafsin binary enodings. As a onsequene, we an redue funtionality testingand NSTT query answering on unranked trees to the respetive problemson binary trees.The same arguments arry over to pNSTTs without any further hanges.Modulo the equation @ = @0 it holds for every tree automaton A over
(Σ × Bool)T, and Σ-tree t:

A is ut-funtional ⇔ Ab is ut-funtional
qA(t) = qAb(urry(t))3.3 Testing funtionality and ut-funtionalityWe next show how to test whether a tree automaton for binary trees over

Σ ×Bool is funtional. As argued above, this is su�ient to solve the sameproblem for unranked trees



16 Julien Carme et al.We redue funtionality testing to unambiguity testing, a problem fortree automata that an be solved in polynomial time (Seidl, 1989).A tree automaton is unambiguous if it permits at most one suessfulrun per tree. Note that every deterministi tree automaton is unambiguous,sine it permits at most one run per tree, may it be suessful or not.The projeted automaton π(A) over Σ has states(π(A)) = states(A)×
Bool, final(π(A)) = final(A) × Bool, and the rules are given by the fol-lowing inferene sheme where a ∈ Σ and b, b1, b2 ∈ Bool:

(a, b)(p1, p2) → p ∈ rules(A)

a((p1, b1), (p2, b2)) → (p, b) ∈ rules(π(A))

(a, b) → p ∈ rules(A)

a → (p, b) ∈ rules(π(A))Lemma 1 r ∈ runsA(t × β) i� r × β ∈ runsπ(A)(t).Lemma 2 A deterministi tree automaton A over Σ × Bool is funtionaland thus an NSTT if and only if its projetion π(A) to Σ is unambiguous.Proof For the one diretion, let A be a deterministi NSTT. Suppose r1 ×
β1, r2 × β2 ∈ succ_runsπ(A)(t) for some t ∈ treeΣ . Lemma 1 yields r1 ∈

succ_runsA(t × β1) and r2 ∈ succ_runsA(t × β2). The funtionality of Aimplies that t× β1 = t× β2 and thus β1 = β2. The unambiguity of A yields
r1 = r2 so that r1 × β1 = r2 × β2. This proves that π(A) is unambiguous.For the onverse, assume that π(A) is unambiguous and suppose t ×
β1, t×β2 ∈ L(A). Let r1 ∈ succ_runsA(t×β1) and r2 ∈ succ_runsA(t×β2).Lemma 1 yields r1 × β1, r2 × β2 ∈ succ_runsπ(A)(t). The unambiguity of
π(A) implies β1 = β2, i.e., L(A) is funtional.Proposition 1 Whether a deterministi tree automaton over Σ × Bool isfuntional and hene an NSTT an be tested in ubi time.It is su�ient to prove this proposition for standard tree automata overbinary trees, so that it arries over to stepwise tree automata for unrankedtrees.Proof Let A be a deterministi tree automaton over Σ × Bool. By Lemma2 it is su�ient to ompute the Σ-projetion π(A) and to test whether thisautomaton is unambiguous. This an be done in ubi time.It remains to show that we an equally deide membership to the lassof deterministi pNSTT in polynomial time. This is stated by the followingproposition that is proved in Setion A.Proposition 2 Cut-funtionality of deterministi pNSTTs an be tested inubi time.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 174 Learning NSTTs from Completely Annotated ExamplesWe have shown that monadi node seletion queries an be represented bydeterministi NSTTs whih are tree automata. It is known that regulartree languages represented by deterministi bottom-up tree automata arelearnable from polynomial time and data (Onina & Garía, 1993). But thisresult holds only when positive and negative examples are available, i.e. treesbelonging to the target language or not. In our query learning framework,however, ompletely annotated trees for the target query will be availableinstead. These express a number of positive and impliit negative examples.We will prove in this setion that monadi node seletion queries repre-sented by NSTTs are learnable from polynomial time and data, providedthat the data ontains ompletely annotated examples for the target query.The di�ulty is to show, that ompletely annotated examples are indeedequivalent to arbitrary samples of positive and negative examples.4.1 Identi�ation from polynomial time and dataWe reall the learning model from polynomial time and data (Gold, 1967,1978; de la Higuera, 1997), and adapt it to the problem of tree languageinferene using deterministi tree automata. An example is a ouple (t, b)where t is a tree and b is its Boolean label. Positive examples are labeled by
1 and negative examples by 0. A (tree) sample is a �nite set of examples. Atree automaton A is ompatible with an example (t, b) if (t ∈ L(A)) ⇔ b, itis ompatible with a sample if it is ompatible with all its examples. We alsosay in this ase that the sample is onsistent with A. The size of a sampleis the total number of nodes of all trees in the sample.De�nition 6 Tree languages represented by a lass of tree automata C aresaid to be identi�able from polynomial time and data if there exist twopolynomials p1 and p2 and an algorithm learner suh that:� with as input a sample S of size m, learner returns a tree automaton

A ∈ C ompatible with S in O(p1(m)) time;� for eah tree automaton A ∈ C of size n, there exists a sample � alledthe harateristi sample for A � char(A) of ardinality less than p2(n)suh that, with input a sample S that ontains char(A), learner returnsa tree automaton A′ ∈ C equivalent with A.Regular tree languages represented by deterministi tree automata areidenti�able from polynomial time and data (Onina & Garía, 1993). Inthe sequel of the paper we mainly use the existene of a polynomial timelearning algorithm learner. It is set to be the RPNI algorithm for deterministitree automata whih is de�ned in (Onina & Garía, 1993) as an extensionof the RPNI algorithm for deterministi string automata (Onina & Garia,1992).



18 Julien Carme et al.The reader should note that the model for tree languages di�ers fromthe model for string languages on one important point: it is required thatthe ardinality of the harateristi sample is polynomial in the size of thetarget automaton whereas for string languages it is required that the size ofthe harateristi sample is polynomial in the size of the target automaton.This is of ourse weaker and due to the fat that the size of trees � measuredas the number of nodes � in the harateristi sample an be exponential.Indeed, onsider the tree language ontaining a single balaned binary treeof height n on the alphabet Σ = {a, f} where a is a onstant and f abinary symbol. The harateristi sample must ontain this tree whih has
2n+1 − 1 nodes while the orresponding tree automaton has only n + 1states. This blow-up is indeed due to the intrinsi nature of trees. Thisproblem ould be solved with a new representation shema for trees inthe harateristi sample: represent a tree by a deterministi automatonreognizing the language redued to this unique tree. The proof is out ofsope of the paper beause we will only onsider the learner de�ned withthe RPNI algorithm presented in (Onina & Garía, 1993).The learning model for tree languages is not well suited for node sele-tion queries in trees. We an represent a node seletion query by a regulartree language over Σ × Bool. But, for learning node seletion queries, onlyompletely annotated trees for the target query will be available. Thus, if
q is the target query, only positive examples (t × q(t), 1) will be available.We will refer to them as ompletely annotated examples. Also, negativeexamples are useless as they an be dedued from ompletely annotatedones: for a ompletely annotated example t× β, every other annotated tree
t×β′ (β′ 6= β) is negative. Two query representations are equivalent if theyrepresent the same query. This leads to the following de�nition:De�nition 7 Node seletion queries represented in a lass of automata Care said to be identi�able from polynomial time and data from ompletelyannotated examples if there exist two polynomials p1 and p2 and an algo-rithm learner suh that:� with input a set S of annotated trees of size m, learner returns a queryrepresentation A ∈ R in time O(p1(m)) suh that qA is ompatible with

S� for eah automaton A ∈ C of size n, there exists a set of ompletelyannotated examples for qA � alled the harateristi sample for A �
char(A) of ardinality less than p2(n) suh that, for every sample S thatontains char(A), learner returns an automaton A′ ∈ C suh that qA =
qA′ .We will simply talk of identi�ability when we do not impose polynomialonstraints.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 194.2 tRPNI: an RPNI extension for deterministi NSTTsWe now want to prove that node seletion queries represented by determin-isti NSTTs are identi�able from polynomial time and data. We �rst showthat one an easily dedue identi�ability of node seletion queries repre-sented by deterministi NSTTs in this framework from the previous resultof identi�ability of tree languages represented by deterministi automata �polynomial onstraints set aside.Note that the proof presented here leads to an exponential time algo-rithm � as we will have to enumerate expliitly every negative exampleorresponding to a di�erent annotation of a ompletely annotated exam-ple. Polynomiality an nevertheless be reahed by using the funtionalityproperty of query languages in order to avoid this expliit enumeration.This leads us to a new variation of the learning algorithm RPNI whih anidentify node seletion queries represented by NSTTs.Lemma 3 Node seletion queries represented by deterministi NSTTs areidenti�able from ompletely annotated examples.Proof First note that annotated tree languages represented by deterministiNSTTs are identi�able as they are deterministi tree automata over Σ ×
Bool. Let learner be an algorithm aording to De�nition 6 and let char be afuntion that omputes the harateristi sample for any deterministi treeautomaton over Σ × Bool aording to De�nition 6.To prove the lemma, we have to prove we an infer anNSTT de�ning thetarget query from ompletely annotated examples. A ompletely annotatedexample t×β for a query q de�nes a positive example (t×β, 1) and negativeones (t × β′, 0) for all β′ 6= β. Thus, we de�ne a funtion pn that takes asan input a set S of annotated trees and outputs a sample over Σ × Bool.

pn(S) = {(t × β′, b) | t × β ∈ S, b ⇔ (β = β′)}We now de�ne learner
′ and char

′ the following way :
learner

′(S) = learner(pn(S))
lanq = {t × q(t) | t is a Σ − tree}
char

′(q) = {t × β ∈ lanq | (t × β′, b) ∈ char(lanq)}First note that char
′(q) is a set of ompletely annotated examples for q.Seond, note that char(lanq) ⊆ pn(char

′(q)). For positive examples (t ×
β′, 1) ∈ char(lanq), learly t×β′ ∈ char

′(q) and (t×β′, 1) ∈ pn(char
′(q)). Fornegative examples (t×β′, 0) ∈ char(lanq), sine lanq is de�ned suh that forevery Σ-tree t, there is a unique tree t × β ∈ lanq (with β = q(t)), we have

t × β ∈ char
′(q). Hene (t × β′, 0) ∈ pn(char

′(q)).Let q be a node seletion query and S ⊇ char
′(q) a sample onsistentwith lanq. Then pn(S) ⊇ char(q) and pn(S) onsistent with lanq. As learneridenti�es regular tree languages represented by deterministi tree automataover Σ × Bool, learner(pn(S)) = learner

′(S) outputs a deterministi tree



20 Julien Carme et al.automaton A suh that L(A) = lanq, as required for identifying queriesrepresented by NSTTs.The proof is established using the funtion pn whih is learly not poly-nomial. To establish identi�ability results with respet to the polynomialonstraints, we must use a di�erent strategy. Funtionality is the key no-tion that allows us to have a polynomial learning algorithm: whenever alearning algorithm for tree languages like RPNI heks onsisteny on theirinput samples omposed of positive and negative examples, we an hereverify that the inferred tree automaton is an NSTT, that is it orrespondsto a funtional tree language. Indeed, reall that for a funtional tree lan-guage over Σ × Bool, there is at most one annotated tree implying that alldi�erent annotations lead to negative examples.Theorem 1 Monadi node seletion queries represented by deterministiNSTTs are identi�able from polynomial time and data from ompletely an-notated examples.Proof First, let us reall the RPNI-algorithm (Onina & Garía, 1993; Onina& Garia, 1992; Lang, 1992). RPNI inputs a sample S of positive and nega-tive examples. It �rst omputes a deterministi automaton whih reognizesthe set of positive examples in the sample alled the initial automaton anddenoted NSTT(S) � it is the largest deterministi tree automaton thatreognizes exatly S. It then merges states exhaustively in some �xed or-der. A merging operation applies to the reent deterministi automaton Aand two states q1, q2 ∈ states(q) and returns a deterministi automatondet-merge(A, q1, q2). A deterministi merge is a merge followed by reursivemerges needed to preserve determinism. For example, merging q1 and q2 inan automaton with rules f(q1) → q3 and f(q2) → q4 requires merging q3with q4. A merging operation is liensed only if det-merge(A, q1, q2) is on-sistent with all negative examples in the sample. The algorithm tRPNI (de-sribed in �g. 12) behaves as RPNI exept that it heks di�erently whetherdeterministi merging operation are liensed. It tests whether the languageof det-merge(A, qi, qj) is funtional. It thereby avoids to enumerate impliitnegative examples. And fortunately, we an hek for funtionality in poly-nomial time in the automaton size (Proposition 1) and there are at mostquadratially many funtionality tests. Therefore:� the polynomial time ondition for learner equal to tRPNI is satis�ed.Consisteny with the input sample is also given: by onstrution, theinferred automaton always reognizes trees of S.� The harateristi set of ompletely annotated examples is given in theproof of lemma 3. Given any sample ontaining this harateristi set,tRPNI behaves as the algorithm learner' desribed in this lemma (exeptthat it does not expliitly enumerate negative examples) and thereforeindues the target NSTT. The polynomial ardinality of the harater-isti set of annotated trees is guaranteed by the polynomial ardinalityof the harateristi sample of the target NSTT.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 21tRPNI (S)
A← NSTT(S)For i = 1 to |states(A)| doFor j = 0 to i− 1 do

A′ ← det-merge(A, qi, qj)If A′ is funtional then A← A′Output : AFigure 12 Learning from ompletely annotated examples.5 Interative learning of pNSTTsThe above framework has two main drawbaks:� ompletely annotated examples are required, whih may be a problemin pratial ases where sometimes hundreds of nodes would have to beseleted by the user. Therefore, one should deal with examples that areonly partially annotated.� Furthermore, it does not take into aount the interations between theuser and the algorithm. The user does not simply provide a set of anno-tated examples. He should for example be able to give some annotationsto the algorithm in order to have a andidate query that he ould thenorret if he is not happy with its behaviour.To take into aount those two points, a new learning model has to bede�ned. We present here the ative learning model. The SQUIRREL systemthat we develop here is a learning algorithm for monadi node seletionqueries in this framework that allows the user - presented here as an orale- to interat with a ore learning algorithm, whih will be a variant of tRPNIable to deal with partial annotations.5.1 Ative Learning ModelDeterministi �nite automata are learnable in the MAT model (Angluin,1987), i.e., by an ative learner who may ask membership and equivalenequeries to his teaher. This result extends to deterministi bottom-up treeautomata (Sakakibara, 1990; Drewes & Hogberg, 2003). Suh queries, how-ever, are not well suited for ative learning of node seletion queries intrees. Indeed, a node seletion query may be represented by a regular treelanguage over Σ × Bool. Thus, a membership query would need as inputan annotated tree whih is not manageable in pratie. Moreover, a mem-bership query answers yes or no whether the annotated tree is orretlyannotated, but, if the answer is negative, a membership query gives no in-formation on the annotation error. Also, reall that a monadi query an be



22 Julien Carme et al.represented by several languages of annotated trees. Therefore equivaleneof tree languages is not adapted for equivalene of monadi node seletionqueries.We introdue two new types of queries that the learner may ask tothe teaher, orret labeling queries (CLQs) and query equivalene queries(QEQs). This an be done with respet to an arbitrary formalism for repre-senting queries � for instane by NSTTs. We denote query representationsby A and the query they represent by qA. A CLQ about target q is de�nedas follows:Input: an annotated Σ × Bool-tree t × βOutput: yes if q(t) = β, else some node v ∈ nodes(t)suh that β(v) 6= q(t)(v)

Corret Labeling Query (CLQ)
A CLQ asks whether the urrent annotation hypothesis t × β is orretand requires a failure witness v otherwise. A QEQ about target q has theform: Input: a query representation AOutput: yes if q = qA, else some Σ-tree t s. t. qA(t) 6= q(t).Query Equivalene Query (QEQ)A QEQ asks whether the urrent query hypothesis A is orret, andrequires a failure witness t otherwise.Before presenting the main result, let us disuss about queries in pra-tie. The user (or query designer) plays the role of the orale. This is nota problem for CLQ: the user an hek on the urrent web page if it iswell annotated and orret it otherwise. This may however be a problemfor QEQ. We do not want to show the inferred NSTT to the user, as wewant a �blak-box� system usable even for non-expert users. The only thingthat the user an hek is whether the inferred query annotates orretlyweb pages that he proposes. The user simply answers �yes� to the QEQ(by atually stopping the learning proess) when he is satis�ed with thebehavior of the proposed query on web pages proessed so far. The possibleonsequene is that this query may not behave orretly on some unseenweb pages, espeially web pages that have a general design whih is di�erentto the one of proessed web pages. Solutions to this problem are disussedin Setion 6 and in the onlusion. Nevertheless QEQs and CLQs allow tode�ne a rigorous framework for interative learning of monadi queries. Wehave the following result:Theorem 2 Monadi node seletion queries represented by deterministiNSTTs are learnable in polynomial time by ative learning proesses withorret labeling queries and query equivalene queries.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 23Proof Let q be the target query and L be a target funtional language over
Σ × Bool de�ning q. Let A be a learning algorithm with membership andequivalene queries for deterministi tree automata. At eah all of A to amembership query t × β ∈ L, we ask the orret labeling orale with input
t × β and answer yes if the CLQ answers yes and no if the CLQ outputs anode. At eah all ofA to an equivalene query, we ask the query equivalenequery orale with the same hypothesis tree automaton and answers yes ifthe QEQ outputs yes. If the QEQ outputs a Σ-tree t, we have to onstrutthe annotated tree t × β whih is a ounterexample for the equivalenequery. To do so, ask the orret labeling orale until we get the annotatedtree t × β. The reader should note that the number of alls to the orretlabeling orale is bounded by the number of nodes to be seleted in t. Themodi�ed algorithm is a learning algorithm with CLQs and QEQs. It outputsin polynomial time a minimal tree automaton A of the funtional language
L, i.e. a deterministi NSTT de�ning the target query q.5.2 The SQUIRREL AlgorithmThe outer loop of the SQUIRREL algorithm in Figure 13 halts when theteaher onsiders the urrent query to be equivalent to the target query.Otherwise a new tree is investigated. The inner loop halts when the teaheron�rms that the urrent tree is orretly annotated by the urrent hypoth-esis query. Otherwise, it asks for further partial annotations for the urrenttree and learns from them.A partially annotated tree over Σ is a triple 〈t, p+, p−〉 onsisting of a Σ-tree t, a set p+ ⊆ nodes(t) of positively annotated nodes, a set p− ⊆ nodes(t)of negatively annotated nodes, and p+∩p− = ∅. It is onsistent with a query
q if p+ ⊆ q(t) and p− ∩ q(t) = ∅. SQUIRREL is parametrized by an arbitraryalgorithm RPNIprune, whih we will �x later on to be a variant of the tRPNIalgorithm for NSTTs. However, we ould use every other algorithm thatomputes query representations from a set S of (ompletely) annotated trees(the set of orretly annotated trees seen so far) and a partially annotatedtree 〈t, p+, p−〉 (the tree for whih the teaher is answering CLQ queries).5.3 PruningIn order to be able to bene�t from partial annotations, we propose to prunesubtrees that seem irrelevant for distinguishing positively annotated nodes.All remaining nodes are assumed to be unseleted if not annotated posi-tively (whih seems reasonable for appropriate pruning heuristis). Thereby,we obtain omplete annotations on pruned trees. Note that negatively an-notated nodes may be pruned. This ompliates the situation a little, aswrapper indution needs to ensure onsisteny with all negative annota-tions, pruned or not.



24 Julien Carme et al.SQUIRREL// �x a representation formalism for queries //// we write qA for the query represented by A //let A represent the empty querylet S be the empty set of ompletely annotated treesLoop until QEQ(A) returns yeslet t be the output of QEQlet p+ = p− = ∅ be partial annotations for tLoop until CLQ(t× qA(t)) returns yeslet v be output of CLQ// add the orret annotation of v to p+ or p− //If v ∈ qA(t) then add v to p− else add v to p+// learn a new query representation//
A← RPNIprune(S, 〈t, p+, p−〉)Add t× qA(t) to the set SOutput : AFigure 13 SQUIRREL ative learning algorithm.At the same time, pruning helps resolving the seond drawbak beausethe size of the target automaton is redued. The idea is similar to that ofwindowing in wrapper indution from texts (see e.g.(Freitag & Kushmerik,2000; Chidlovskii, 2001)).5.4 RPNI with PruningThe learning algorithm RPNIprune in Figure 14 is parametrized by a pruningfuntion prune, whih is an arbitrary funtion mapping Σ × Bool-trees to

(Σ × Bool)T-trees suh that for every possible argument t:prune(t) ∈ uts(t)First, we prune all input trees in S and the partially annotated input tree
〈t, p+, p−〉. This is done by omputing a ompletely annotated tree t×p+ inwhih all nodes of p+ are labeled by 1 and all others by 0, to whih pruneis then applied. Let S′ be the resulting set of ompletely annotated prunedtrees.Seond, RPNIprune infers a pNSTT by a variant of the RPNI algorithmwhih tests for ut-funtionality. It starts with an initial pNSTT for S′, de-noted by pNSTT(S′), as usual with RPNI. This is the deterministi pNSTTwhose language onsists of all pruned trees in S′, suh that for all states
q ∈ states(pNSTT(S′)) there exists exatly one tree t over (Σ × Bool)Twith a suessful run by A. Then, we use a state merging for generalization.The funtion det-merge takes as input an automaton A and two states qiand qj of states(A) and outputs an automaton where qi and qj are mergedsuh that det-merge(A, qi, qj) is made deterministi.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 25RPNIprune (S, 〈t, p+, p−〉)// prune all input trees //
S′ = {prune(t′ × β) | t′ × β ∈ S} ∪ prune(t× p+)// ompute a deterministi pNSTT by RPNI//
A← pNSTT(S′)For i = 1 to |states(A)| doFor j = 0 to i− 1 do

A′ ← det-merge(A, qi, qj)If A′ is ut-funtionaland A′ onsistent with S and 〈t, p+, p−〉then A← A′Output : AFigure 14 Learning from partially annotated trees.The iteration ontinues with the merged automaton if it is ut-funtionaland onsistent with all negative annotations in S and 〈t, p+, p−〉, or elserefuses the merging step and ontinues with the previous automaton. Con-sisteny here means that there does not exist any tree t′ × β ∈ S and node
v ∈ qA(t′) suh that β(v) = 0, and there does not exist any node v ∈ p−suh that v ∈ qA(t).Improvements. The most lassial one is to tweak the merging order, asillustrated by evidene driven state merging (Lang, Pearlmutter, & Prie,1998). Here, we hoose a merging order whih favors merges leading topNSTTs with �horizontal� reursion, sine this type of reursion is morefrequent in semi-strutured douments. The seond improvement is to usebakground knowledge in form of typing automata (Kermorvant & de laHiguera, 2002). For web douments, we use a very general typing automatonthat reognizes all well-formed web douments. Merges between states ofdi�erent types are forbidden. This restrits the lass of pNSTTs that anbe inferred.To onlude, the reader should note that RPNIprune responds in polyno-mial time (as tRPNI and RPNI). As the ut-funtionality of a tree automaton
A an be tested in O(|A|3) (see proposition 2), whih is the most omplextask of the inner loop, and as this test has to be performed a quadratiamount of time, the overall omplexity of tRPNI is O(|S|5) (at worst, theworking automaton is always the initial automaton, whih has a size atworst equal to the size of the input sample). Note that we onsider herethe size of an automaton as the sum of its number of node and its numberof rules, and the size of a sample as the total number of nodes of trees inthe sample. For large trees and a strongly pruning funtion there would bea speed-up of the learning proess. However there is a trade-o� in that weloose ompleteness in learnability. We disuss this last point in the nextsubsetion.
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F0T T F0A1 H0Figure 15 The pruned trees applying the strategy paths_only (left) andpaths_extended (right) to the tree films5.5 Pruning HeuristisThe hoie of the pruning funtion determines the quality of RPNIprune. Tobe able to learn a target query, some onditions should be imposed on thepruning funtion. Namely that it should be possible to �nd a harateristipruned set for the target language, given the pruning funtion. And that itshould be possible to �nd a ut-funtional pruned language satisfying thetarget, for a given pruning funtion. Therefore the lass of learnable fun-tions depends on the pruning funtion. The time omplexity of the learningalgorithm is measured w.r.t. the size of pruned trees. Thus, the more ag-gressive the pruning funtion is, the more e�ient the learning algorithmwill be. Generally, we will only onsider pruning funtions that keep allpositively annotated nodes. We have onsidered three pruning strategies:� The funtion paths_only uts all nodes exept those that are anestorsof or equal to positively labeled nodes. An example is given in Figure 15.Note that more than a single path is kept so that indution is not simplyredued to learning path expressions. The problem of de�ning the lassof NSTTs that an atually be identi�ed by RPNIprune with the pruningfuntion paths_only is still open. The experiments show that pruningby paths_only yields signi�antly better learning e�ieny than lessaggressive pruning funtions. Also experimental results show that ex-pressiveness is su�ient for monadi queries based on the struture.� The funtion paths_extended additionally keeps all the nodes whoseparents are on suh paths. An example is given in Figure 15. The prob-lem of de�ning the lass of NSTT that an atually be identi�ed byRPNIprune with the pruning funtion paths_extended is still open. Thelass is larger than for the pruning funtion paths_only beause somenode seletion queries using textual ontents are learnable. For instane,a query for ator lists where the next sibling ontains the textual value�Hithok�. As soon as textual values are not involved, experimental re-sults have shown lower learning e�ieny and equivalent expressivenessthan for the pruning funtion paths_only.� The funtion identity. RPNIprune restrited to ompletely annotatedtrees behaves as the tRPNI algorithm for deterministi NSTTs. AllMSO-de�nable node seletion queries ould be the target of RPNIprune.However experimental results show that a large number of annotatedexamples is required to ahieve learning. Also, in the interative setting,



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 27learning from a small number of annotated positions ould introduewrong generalizations.6 Squirrel Web Information Extration SystemWe have developed a software tool, SQUIRREL (Figure 16). We �rst desribethe system. Then we give experimental results in the o�-line setting in orderto ompare our system with others. Finally we give experimental results inorder to evaluate the number of interations in the interative setting.System desription. SQUIRREL preproesses pages via the parser inludedin Mozilla. This yields a DOM XHTML tree. We ignored textual values. At-tributes were ignored too exept for ID and CLASS, whih were merged withthe name of the tag, i.e. <DIV ID=title> gives a node labeled DIVtitle.The user is the query designer. When a CLQ is made by SQUIRREL, thequery designer annotates an inorret node (unwanted or missing). In a realsetting, the query designer may annotate more than one position. When aQEQ is made by SQUIRREL, the query designer deides to halt the indutionproess or hooses a new Web page.The SQUIRREL algorithm alls the RPNIprune algorithm. For the experi-mental results we have hosen the pruning funtion paths_only.O�-line Experiments. The aim of these experiments is to ompare RPNIprunewith state-of-the-art algorithms. Thus we do not onsider the interativeframework and RPNIprune is given as an input ompletely annotated exam-ples for the target query.We onsidered benhmarks from RISE2, the only publi repository of an-notated douments designed to evaluate information extration algorithmson Web pages. We had to disard some of the datasets, beause the extra-tion tasks they de�ned were not HTML element extration tasks, and ouldtherefore not be addressed by our algorithm. Typially, extrating a givenword in a sentene is a problem outside the sope of our work.The remaining datasets we used are these ones:� 18 of Kushmerik's WIEN benhmark (Freitag & Kushmerik, 2000)used by Muslea in (Muslea et al., 2001) to establish a omparison be-tween Wien and Stalker. They are denoted by S-XX in table of results.Eah of them is onstituted with 8 pages, and is assoiated with one tofour extration tasks.� Bigbook, a set 235 pages extrated from an address book. Two tasks areassoiated with this set: name extration and address extration.� Okra, a set of 250 pages whih orresponds to a people searh engineoutput. Three tasks are assoiated with this set: name, mail address andsore extration.2 http://www.isi.edu/�muslea/RISE/index.html
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Figure 16 Sreenshot of Mozilla Firefox with SQUIRREL: a toolbar has been addedto help the user to annotate data in the web page and to dialog with the learningalgorithm.For eah dataset, we evaluate our algorithm using a 8-fold ross-validationprotool. The dataset is divided in 8 parts. A wrapper dediated to one ex-tration task is learned from 7 parts, and tested on the last one. True posi-tives, false negatives and false positives are ounted and a F1-measure soreis omputed. Eah part of the dataset is used as test set for eah extrationtask in a distint experiene, and an average F-measure is omputed.It is rather di�ult to ompare our own results to the ones of othersystems, onsidering that we annot test them ourselves and that we haveto use published results whose experimental protool are never exatly thesame. Following Muslea in (Muslea et al., 2001), we establish a omparisonusing a qualitative riteria: we onsider three possible behaviours for eahsystem on eah benhmark: perfet (average F-measure of 100%), imperfet(average F-measure between 90% and 100%) and failure (F-measure below



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 29Stalker Wien SquirrelS-4 √ √ √S-5 √ √ √S-6 ≃ − −S-7 √ − √S-8 √ √ √S-9 ≃ − √S-10 √ √ √S-11 ≃ − −S-12 √ √ √S-13 √ √ √S-14 √ √ √S-19 √ √ √S-20 √ √ √S-22 √ √ √S-23 √ √ √S-24 ≃ − √S-25 √ √ √S-28 √ √ √S-30 √ √ √Okra √ √ √BigBook √ √ √Figure 17 Comparison between Stalker, Wien and Squirrel on RISE orpus.The symbol − means failure, that is average F-measure lower than 90%, ≃ meansimperfet, that is average F-measure between 90% and 100%, and√means perfet,that is average F-measure equal to 100%.90%). All results are presented in Fig. 17. Results onerning WIEN (Kush-merik, 2000) and Stalker (Muslea et al., 2001), two well known informationextration systems, are given for the sake of omparison. They have beendiretly taken from (Muslea et al., 2001).These results show that SQUIRREL behaves satisfyingly in a large ma-jority of the benhmarks, and ahieves performanes on these benhmarkswhih are equals or greater than Wien and Stalker. A loser analysis of thefailures of Squirrel (S-6 and S-11) shows that they have expeted auses: inboth ases, the struture is not informative enough beause textual ontentsof leaves are neessary to de�ne the query. Therefore SQUIRREL with thepruning funtion paths_only an not infer a relevant wrapper. One way tooverome this problem is to preproess the data sets in order to distinguishtext nodes whih should be useful for the indution proess, onsider treeswith these textual values, and use the pruning funtion paths_extended.To end the omparisons with existing systems, we now ompare oursystem with the system presented in (Raeymaekers et al., 2005). Theyrepresent a monadi node seletion query q by a tree language Lq whereeah tree ontains a single marked node. To deide if a node of a tree tis to be seleted, the node is marked (replaed by a speial symbol), if



30 Julien Carme et al.the tree is in Lq, then the original node is to be seleted. Whereas weuse the RPNI algorithm from positive and negative examples, their baselearning algorithm is from positive examples only. They onsider a sublassof the lass of regular languages whih is hosen to be the lass of (k, l)-ontextual tree languages where k and l are parameters. With parametertuning, they ahieve perfet results on benhmarks presented Fig. 17. Theysueed in S-6 and S-11 beause they use a preproessing proedure todistinguish important textual values. They also present a method to learnthe parameters from positive and negative examples.Benhmarking interative learning. For the experiments, we used the benh-marks Okra, Bigbook and real datasets3 from di�erent Web sites:� the Yahoo dataset ontains 80 pages of the Yahoo Web diretory. Thetask is to extrat a set of URLs from a list of URLs. There are di�erentlists on a page, the pages have di�erent strutures and the position ofthe list is not �xed;� the eBay dataset ontains 40 pages of produts. The task is to extratprodut names from a table. The produt name an be mixed with otherinformation in the ell;� the Google dataset ontains 40 results of the searh engine. The task isto extrat the links. The struture of pages is not �xed and there arenumerous auxiliary links;� the New York Times dataset ontains 40 artile pages with di�erentstrutures. The task is to extrat texts of the artiles.In order to evaluate the e�ieny of the algorithm in the interativemode, we simulated the behavior of a query designer. SQUIRREL is interfaedwith a user simulator S: at eah all of the orret labeling orale, S answersthe �rst wrong annotation of the page in reading order of the soure �le(whih is the �rst positive annotation of the page for the �rst all) ; at eahall of the equivalene orale, S returns a Web page on whih the prunedNSTT is not orret.In an interative setting, time omplexity is important. For the di�erentdata sets, on a standard omputer, the average time for learning the urrenthypothesis and annotating the urrent Web page is between 1 and 2 seondsand less than 5 seonds on the more intriate ases.We also measured the number of CLQs and QEQs whih are neededto ahieve perfet results on the set of Web pages. The results are givenin Figure 18. The number of CLQs is the number of orretions made bythe query designer. The results show that this number is quite small. Weshould note that this number is over-valued beause in a real setting, thequery designer may orret more than one wrong annotation at a time, andwe an hope that his hoie of orretion is more relevant than the oneused in our protool. The number of QEQs is the number of Web pages3 http://www.grappa.univ-lille3.fr/�arme/orpus.html



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 31#QEQ #CLQOkra-names 1.6 3.48Bigbook-addresses 1 3.02Yahoo 6.18 11.36E-bay 1.06 2.62NYTimes 1.44 1.44Google 1.86 4.78Figure 18 #QEQ denotes the number of equivalene queries and #CLQ denotesthe number of orret labeling queries. Results are averaged over 100 experiments.neessary to ahieve perfet results. The number of neessary Web pagesfor the Yahoo dataset is greater than for other datasets beause the datasetis heterogeneous. We should note that the number of neessary Web pages islower than the number of Web pages viewed by the query designer. Indeed,in our protool the user simulator selets only Web pages on whih theurrent hypothesis is inorret while, in the real setting, the query designermay hoose aWeb page on whih the urrent hypothesis is orret. Thereforewe now disuss the hoie of the next Web page to be proessed in theinterative setting.Towards ative learning We should render our model ative in the sensethat the learner intelligently proposes the next Web page among a set ofWeb pages � the Web pages of the target Web site.We onsidered a method estimating the value of a tree aording to thenumber of extrated nodes by the urrent hypothesis wrapper. We supposedthat there is a linear dependene between the number of extrated nodesand the total number of nodes. This lead to the following strategy: let L bethe set of Web pages not seen so far by SQUIRREL; for every Web page p in
L, we ompute the number x of nodes of p and y the number of seletednodes by the urrent hypothesis wrapper; we used the test of Grubbs foroutlier seletion to selet the web page (the farthest point (x, y) from theregression line). The seleted Web page is proessed by the main loop ofSQUIRREL.We only onsidered the three most di�ult datasets. We omputed per-formane with a learning set of annotated douments of respetively 1, 2,5, 10 Web pages. These Web pages were either randomly hosen or hosenaording to the strategy given above. The experimental results are givenin Figure 19. They show that our naive strategy for ative learning leadsto signi�ant improvements. It remains to �nd an intelligent ative learningstrategy as a future work.7 ConlusionWe have presented a wrapper indution system with the following hara-teristis:



32 Julien Carme et al.1 2 5 10randomYahoo 71.8 80.9 82.1 93.7NYTimes 91.2 92.4 95.3 100Google 98.7 99.1 99.5 99.8ativeYahoo 71.8 86.1 98.4 99.4NYTimes 91.2 100 100 100Google 98.7 100 100 100Figure 19 F-measure of inferred query on test set, using 1,2 5 or 10 doumentshosen randomly (top) or hosen aordingly to our strategy (bottom)� it generates tree-based wrappers whih selet nodes in trees;� it uses new mahine learning tehniques based on grammatial infereneand ative learning;� it is integrated in a visual environment;� it has simple interations with the query designer.From the theoretial point of view, it is proved that NSTTs and pN-STTs an express all MSO-de�nable node seletion queries. However anypruning funtion, di�erent from identity, will restrit the lass of learnablenode seletion queries. In future work, We have to speify the sublass ofnode seletion queries whih is learnable depending on the hosen pruningstrategy.From the pratial point of view, we have proved that our system ahievesstate-of-the-art performane on standard benhmarks and that the numberof interations with the query designer is quite small. Nevertheless there arestill a number of possible improvements. First, we should render our algo-rithm ative with intelligent strategies. Seond, we do not onsider textualvalues and omit some attribute values. Therefore, we should adapt our ap-proah to take textual information into aount. Finally, our urrent systemis limited to one-slot information extration sine we only onsider mona-di node seletion queries over trees. Work is under progress to extend ourapproah to multi-slot information extration, i.e., the problem of learning
n-ary regular queries in trees.AknowledgmentsWe are grateful to Alain Terlutte for ontributing his fores and enthusiasmsinto this work in the early phase.We thank the referees for their invaluable omments on preliminary ver-sions of the paper.This researh was partially supported by the researh unit INRIA Fu-turs, CNRS UMR 8022, �CPER 2000-2006, Contrat de Plan état - région
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36 Julien Carme et al.A Testing Cut-Funtionality in Polynomial TimeWe present a diret proof for Proposition 2 in the ase of binary trees (andthus for unranked trees), stating that ut-funtionality of deterministi treeautomata an be deided in polynomial time.We haraterize ut-funtionality of a tree automaton A with signature
(Σ×Bool)T by a binary relation inA ⊆ states(A)2, testing for two stateswhether they an be reahed by two runs of A on some inompatibly anno-tated ompatible trees. For all two states p, p′ ∈ states(A):inA(p, p′) i� 













∃t, t′ ompatible trees over ΣT
∃β, β′ inompatible trees over BoolT
∃r ∈ runsA(t × β) : r(ε) = p

∃r′ ∈ runsA(t′ × β′) : r′(ε) = p′Lemma 4 A tree automaton A over (Σ × Bool)T is ut-funtional if andonly if inA(p, p′) doesn't hold for any two states p, p′ ∈ final(A).Proof Suppose inA(p, p′) holds for some p, p′ ∈ final(A). Then there existruns r ∈ runsA(t × β) and r′ ∈ runsA(t′ × β′) for inompatible trees β and
β′ and ompatible trees t and t′. These runs are suessful sine p, p′ ∈final(A). Thus, A is not ut-funtional. The argument an be reversed.It remains to show that the relation inA an be omputed in polynomialtime. We prove that it an be omputed by a saturation proedure overstates. We �rst need to de�ne another binary relation simA on states. simAholds if two states an be reahed by ompatible annotated trees:De�nition 8 Let A be a deterministi tree automaton over (Σ × Bool)T, pand p′ two states of A, then simA(p, p′) holds if there exist two ompatible
(Σ ×Bool)T-trees t× β, t′ × β′, a run r of A over t× β suh that r(ε) = p,and a run r′ of A over t′ × β′ suh that r′(ε) = p′.We now give an indutive haraterization of the relation inA whih isbased on the relation simA and on the rule set of the tree automaton. Weall an automaton trimmed if it has no useless state, i.e., if for eah state pthere is a run r of A on some tree suh that r(ε) = p.Lemma 5 Let A be a trimmed deterministi tree automaton over (Σ ×Bool)T, inA(p, p′) holds if and only if there exist rules satisfying one ofthe ases in Figure 20Proof Let us suppose that inA(p, p′). Then there exist two (Σ × Bool)T-trees t × β, t′ × β′ suh that t and t′ are ompatible but t × β and t′ × β′are not ompatible, a run r of A over t× β suh that r(ε) = p, and a run r′of A over t′ × β′ suh that r′(ε) = p′.
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(i) (a, b)→ p ∈ rules(A)
∧ (a,¬b)→ p′ ∈ rules(A)

(ii) (a, b)(p1, p2)→ p ∈ rules(A)
∧ (a,¬b)(p′

1, p
′

2)→ p′ ∈ rules(A)
∧ simA(p1, p

′

1) ∧ simA(p2, p
′

2)
(iii) (a, b)(p1, p2)→ p ∈ rules(A)

∧ (a, b′)(p′

1, p
′

2)→ p′ ∈ rules(A)
∧ inA(p1, p

′

1) ∧ simA(p2, p
′

2)

(iv) (a, b)(p1, p2)→ p ∈ rules(A)
∧ (a, b′)(p′

1, p
′

2)→ p′ ∈ rules(A)
∧ simA(p1, p

′

1) ∧ inA(p2, p
′

2)
(v) (a, b)(p1, p2)→ p ∈ rules(A)
∧ (a, b′)(p′

1, p
′

2)→ p′ ∈ rules(A)
∧ inA(p1, p

′

1) ∧ inA(p2, p
′

2)Figure 20 Cases of Lemma 5.� First, note that neither t nor t′ is equal to T (whih would orrespondto a tree entirely pruned), as otherwise β = T (resp. β′ = T ), and as Tis ompatible with every tree, we would have β and β′ ompatible.� If t is a single leaf tree with t = a then t′ = a also as t and t′ areompatible. In this ase β = b and β′ = ¬b as they are not ompatible.As r(ε) = p and r′(ε) = p′, this implies that there are two rules (a, b) → pand (a,¬b) → p′ and (i) holds.� If t is a tree of the form t = a(t1, t2) then, as t and t′ are ompatible,there are trees t′1 and t′2 suh that t′ = a(t′1, t
′
2) suh that t1 is ompatiblewith t′1 and t2 is ompatible with t′2. Let t×β = (a, b)(t1×β1, t2×β2) and

t′×β′ = (a, b′)(t′1×β′
1, t

′
2×β′

2). Let us onsider the rules (a, b)(p1, p2) → pand (a, b′)(p′1, p
′
2) → p′ whih are applied at the root of the trees t × βand t′ ×β′ in the runs r and r′. As t1 and t′1 are ompatible, and t2 and

t′2 are ompatible, the states satisfy simA(p1, p
′
1) or inA(p1, p

′
1) andsimA(p2, p

′
2) or inA(p2, p

′
2). First, onsider the ase where the Booleanvalues at the root of the trees t×β and t′×β′ are di�erent. In this ase,one of the four onditions (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v) holds. If the Boolean valuesat the root of the trees t× β and t′ × β′ are equal, then inA(p1, p

′
1) orinA(p2, p

′
2) must hold and one of the onditions (iii), (iv) or (v) holds.We now prove the other diretion of the equivalene.� (i) If ((a, b) → p ∈ rules(A)∧(a,¬b) → p′ ∈ rules(A)) then inA(p, p′).� (ii) Let us onsider two rules (a, b)(p1, p2) → p and (a,¬b)(p′1, p

′
2) → p′ inrules(A) suh that simA(p1, p

′
1) and simA(p2, p

′
2)). Then simA(p1, p

′
1)implies that there are two ompatible trees t1 × β1 and t′1 × β′

1, andruns r1 ∈ runsA(t1 × β1) and r′1 ∈ runsA(t′1 × β′
1) suh that p1 = r1(ε)and p′1 = r′1(ε). We have the same property for the right sub-term (theorresponding states, runs and terms are denoted by p2, p′2, r2, r′2, t2×β2and t′2×β′

2). Therefore we an onsider trees t×β = (a, b)(t1×β1, t2×β2)and t′×β′ = (a,¬b)(t′1×β′
1, t

′
2×β′

2) assoiated to p and p′ through runs
r = p(r1, r2) and r′ = p′(r′1, r

′
2). t × β and t′ × β′ are not ompatiblewhereas t and t′ are, therefore inA(p, p′) holds.� (iii) We onsider two rules satisfying (iii). We onsider the two trees thatare assoiated with the property inA(p1, p

′
1), and then we onstrut two



38 Julien Carme et al.trees proving that inA(p, p′) holds. The onstrution is similar to theone used in the preedent point. In this ase, inompatibility betweenBoolean values omes from the left subtrees t1 × β1 and t′1 × β′
1 beauseof inA(p1, p

′
1).� the ases (iv) and (v) are similar.Lemma 6 Let A be a trimmed deterministi tree automaton over (Σ ×Bool)T, simA(p, p′) stands if and only if there exist rules satisfying one ofthe following ases:

(i) (p = p′)
(ii) (T → p) ∈ rules(A)
(iii) (T → p′) ∈ rules(A)
(iv) ∃((a, b)(p1, p2) → p ∈ rules(A)

∧ (a, b)(p′1, p
′
2) → p′ ∈ rules(A)

∧ (simA(p1, p
′
1)) ∧ (simA(p2, p

′
2))Proof If simA(p, p′), then there exist two ompatible (Σ×Bool)T-trees t×βand t′ × β′, a run r of A over t × β suh that r(ε) = p, and a run r′ of Aover t′ × β′ suh that r′(ε) = p′.� If t = T , then there is a rule T → p in A and (ii) holds.� If t × β = (a, b), then either t′ × β′ = (a, b) or t′ × β′ = (T,T) beause

t×β and t′×β′ are ompatible. In the �rst ase, beause of determinism,
p = p′ and (i) holds. In the seond ase, there is a rule T → p′ in A and
(iii) holds.� If there are some trees t1 × β1 and t2 × β2 suh that t × β = (a, b)(t1 ×
β1, t2 × β2), then either t′ is equal to T (and (iii) applies) or the rootof t′ is also (a, b) as t × β and t′ × β′ are ompatible. Let t′ × β′ =
(a, b)(t′1 × β′

1, t
′
2 × β′

2). Let us onsider the rules (a, b)(p1, p2) → p and
(a, b)(p′1, p

′
2) → p′ whih are applied at the root of the trees t × β and

t′ × β′ in the runs r and r′. We should note that t1 × β1 and t′1 × β′
1are ompatible, and t2 × β2 and t′2 × β′

2 are ompatible, thus the statessatisfy simA(p1, p
′
1) and simA(p2, p

′
2), and (iv) holds.We now prove the other diretion of the equivalene.� (i) If p = p′, let t × β be any tree that has a run in A whose root is p,

t × β is ompatible with itself and simA(p, p′).� (ii) and (iii) If T → p ∈ rules(A), then we an onsider any tree t′ × β′that has a run in A whose root is p′ then t′ × β′ is ompatible with Tand simA(p, p′). Case (iii) is similar.� (iv) If (a, b)(p1, p2) → p and (a, b)(p′1, p
′
2) → p′ in rules(A) with simA(p1, p

′
1)and simA(p2, p

′
2). The two relations simA(p1, p

′
1) and simA(p2, p

′
2) im-ply that there exist trees t1 × β1, t′1 × β′

1, t2 × β2 and t′2 × β′
2 that areassoiated to states p1, p′1, p2 and p′2 through runs r1, r′1, r2 and r′2 on

A. Let t×β = (a, b)(t1 ×β1, t2 ×β2) and t′×β′ = (a, b)(t′1 ×β′
1, t

′
2 ×β′

2),then t× β and t′ × β′ are ompatible, t× β has a run p(r1, r2) in A thatuses the rule (a, b)(p1, p2) → p and t′ × β′ has a run p′(r′1, r
′
2) in A thatuses the rule (a, b)(p′1, p

′
2) → p′. Therefore simA(p, p′) holds.



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 39Proposition 2 Cut-funtionality of a deterministi tree automaton Aover (Σ × Bool)T an be tested in ubi time.Proof First, the relation simA is omputed by a saturation proess: Initial-ize with the �rst three rules in Lemma 6: onsider the set of {(p, p) | p ∈states(A)} union {(p, p′) | ∃(T → p ∈ rules(A))} union {(p, p′) | ∃(T →
p′ ∈ rules(A))}; and then use the fourth rule (iv) indutively. There isat most a quadrati amount of linear tests to perform, therefore the on-strution is in ubi time. We use a similar onstrution for the relationinA: First use the rule (i) in Lemma 5, seond the rule (ii), and then applyindutively the rules (iii), (iv) and (v). Again, the onstrution is in ubitime.B E�ient Query Answering for NSTTs and pNSTTsWe next present algorithms for answering queries de�ned by NSTTs orpNSTTs. Query answering will be needed in our interative learning envi-ronment for testing the urrent query hypothesis on given trees.B.1 Alternative de�nitions of monadi queriesWe present two further ways for expressing monadi queries by tree au-tomata. They will be useful for query answering for NSTTs and pNSTTs.Every tree automatonA with signatureΣ×Bool de�nes a MSO-de�nablemonadi query qA in Σ-trees suh that for all suh trees t :

qA(t) = {v ∈ nodes(t) | β(v) = 1 and t × β ∈ L(A)}We an ompute qA(t) for a given binary tree t and automaton A by enu-merating all annotated trees t× β, �ltering those that belong to L(A), andolleting the nodes that suh β's annotates by 1. This way of answeringqueries de�ned by tree automata is highly non-deterministi, and thus inef-�ient. But we an do better, as we will see.Run-based automata queries o�er another way to de�ne monadi que-ries, for whih e�ient algorithms are known. They are de�ned by a treeautomaton A over Σ and a set of seletion states S ⊆ states(A), andsatisfy for all binary trees t:
qA,S(t) = {v ∈ nodes(t) | ∃r ∈ succ_runsA(t), r(v) ∈ S}This query selets all those nodes of t are labeled by some seletion state in

S in some suessful run of B.Proposition 3 (Classial Result) Given a tree automaton A over Σ, aset S ⊆ states(A), and a binary Σ-tree t one an ompute the set qA(t) intime O(|A| ∗ |t|).



40 Julien Carme et al.The algorithm proeeds in two phases. In a bottom-up phase, every node
v of t is annotated by all states of B into whih the subtree rooted by van be evaluated (determinization on the �y). In a seond bottom-up phase,one underlines all those states that are used by suessful runs. Finally, oneselets all those nodes that are annotated by underlined states from theseletion set S.B.2 NSTTs and pNSTTsWe �rst onsider monadi queries de�ned by tree automata A over Σ×Bool.We show that we an express them by run-based queries via automataprojetion (whih will be useful later on too).Lemma 7 Queries by an automata A over Σ ×Bool an be de�ned equiva-lently by runs of the Σ projeted automaton π(A): qA = qπ(A),states(A)×{1}.As a side produt, Lemmas 7 show that every NSTT-de�ned query anbe de�ned as run-based query by some unambiguous tree automaton.Proposition 4 Given a tree automaton A over Σ × Bool and a binary Σ-tree t one an ompute the set qA(t) in time O(|A| ∗ |t|).By Lemma 7 we an onvert the query qA into a run-based query byautomata projetion, whih requires linear time. This later query an beanswered in linear time by Proposition 3.Theorem 3 Queries qA(t) by NSTTs or pNSTTs over binary trees anbe omputed in linear time O(|A| ∗ |t|).For NSTTs this follows immediately from Proposition 4. Queries bypNSTTs an be answered the same way after onversion by the followinglemma.Lemma 8 Every pNSTTs an be transformed in linear time into an au-tomata over Σ × Bool that de�nes the same query.Note that the resulting automaton will not neessarily be an NSTT.Proof Let A be a pNSTT with signature (Σ × Bool)T . The idea of thetransformation is to ompute an automaton e(A) over Σ × Bool that re-ognizes all expansions of trees in L(A), obtained by replaing T -leaves byarbitrary trees over Σ × {0}.states(e(A)) = states(A) ⊎ {T}final(e(A)) = final(A)The rules of e(A) are indued by the shemata in 21, whih are valid forall symbols a ∈ Σ, p ∈ states(A), and left hand sides l of rules in A: allrules of A are preserved by e(A) exept those with the symbol T , whih is
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l→ p ∈ rules(A) l 6= T

l→ p ∈ rules(e(A))

a ∈ Σ

(a, 0)→ T ∈ rules(e(A))
T → p ∈ rules(A)

T
ε→ p ∈ rules(e(A))

a ∈ Σ

(a, 0)(T, T )→ T ∈ rules(e(A))Figure 21 Rules of automata e(A) that reognizes expansions of trees in L(A).moved from the signature into the states. Automaton e(A) may label allleaves by state T , as well as inner nodes whose desendants it has labeledby T before. At an arbitrary time point, e(A) an deide to move from state
T to some state p of A for whih T → p is a rule of A. Subsequently, e(A)behaves equally to A.Note that we freely permit ε-rules, whih an easily be eliminated whilepreserving the language. For these partiular automata, ǫ-rules an be elim-inated in linear time, sine no two ǫ rules an be omposed.It now remains to show that qA = qe(A) for every pNSTT A. We omitthese details.C Expressiveness of NSTTs and pNSTTsWe show that deterministi NSTTs as well as deterministi pNSTTs ap-ture the lass of monadi MSO-de�nable queries.C.1 MSO-de�nable queriesIn a logial perspetive, a tree t is seen as a logial struture with do-main nodes(t), unary relations labela for every a ∈ Σ, and two binaryrelations firsthild and nextsibling. We assume an in�nite set of �rst-order variables x, y, z, and an in�nite set of monadi seond-order variables
S. Formulas of MSO in unranked (or binary) trees have the following syntax:

φ ::= labela(x) | firsthild(x, y) | nextsibling(x, y)
| φ → φ′ | S(x) | ∀x.φ | ∀S.φStandard logial onnetives suh as onjuntion φ ∧ φ′, negation ¬φ, ex-istential quanti�ation ∃x.φ and ∃S.φ an be expressed as usual, as wellset inlusion S ⊆ S′. Further relations suh as hild and lasthild arede�nable in MSO as well.Models of MSO formulas are de�ned in the usual Tarskian style. Theyonsist of a tree struture t and a variable assignment α mapping �rst-order variables to nodes(t) and seond-order variables to 2nodes(t). We write

t, α |= φ if t, α is a model of φ, and onsider models of φ as equal if theyoinide on the free variables of φ.Every MSO formula φ(x) with a single free variable x de�nes a monadiquery qφ(x) in unranked (resp. binary) trees, so that for all trees t:
qφ(x)(t) = {α(x) ∈ nodes(t) | t, α |= φ(x)}



42 Julien Carme et al.C.2 NSTT and pNSTT-de�ned queriesThe idea behind ompletely annotated examples (as reognized by NSTTs)is to annotate all nodes that are seleted in some tree in a single annotation.In MSO, we an express the same idea by olleting all nodes x seleted bysome query φ(x) in a single set S.
φ′(S) ≡ ∀x. (S(x) ↔ φ(x))More generally, we an use MSO formulas φ(S) with a single free set variable

S to de�ne monadi queries, suh that for all trees t:
qφ(S)(t) = {v ∈ nodes(t) | t, α |= φ(S), v ∈ α(S)}A monadi query is de�nable by a MSO formula with a single free �rst-ordervariable if and only if it is de�nable by an MSO formula with a single freeseond-order variable.Annotated trees an be understood as the models of MSO formulas witha single set valued variable. A model t, α of MSO formulas with a single freevariable S beomes the annotated tree t × α(S), whih annotates all nodesin t belonging to α(S) by 1 and all others by 0.Theorem 4 (Thather and Wright (1968)) The set of annotated treesorresponding to models of an MSO formula φ(S) over signature Σ is aregular tree language over Σ × Bool, and vie versa.The theorem states that a monadi query in binary trees overΣ de�nableby an MSO formula with one free set variable if and only it is de�nable bysome tree automaton over the signature Σ × Bool. The original theorem iseven more general in that it applies to n-ary queries whih are de�nable byformulas with n free variables (Niehren, Planque, Talbot, & Tison, 2005).Theorem 5 A query is de�nable in MSO i� it is de�nable by a determin-isti NSTT i� it is de�nable by a deterministi pNSTT.Proof Consider a query that is de�ned by some MSO-formula φ(x). Thesame query is de�ned by the formula φ′(S) ≡ ∀x(x ∈ S ↔ φ(x)). Formula

φ′(S) is funtional in that the value of S is uniquely determined by the treestruture of models of φ′(S). Let A be the tree automaton over Σ × Boolthat reognizes the set of annotated trees orresponding to the models of
φ′(S), aording to Thather and Wright's theorem 4. The language of thisautomaton is funtional, given that the value of S in models t, α |= φ′(S)is uniquely de�ned. This proves that A is an NSTT. By onstrution, itde�nes the same query as φ′(S) and thus φ(x). The same automaton is alsoa pNSTT.We have shown in Setion B.2 that monadi queries represented by de-terministi NSTTs an be identi�ed with run-based queries de�ned by un-ambiguous tree automata. Theorem 5 shows that runs of unambiguous tree



Interative Learning of Node Seleting Tree Transduers 43automata an express all MSO de�nable monadi queries. This result hasbeen shown before by Neven and Van Den Busshe (2002). The simpleMSO-based proof presented here stems from Niehren et al. (2005) wherethe expressiveness of n-ary queries by unambiguous tree automata has beenstudied too.


